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I5Ts	
There is some confusion (understandable) concerning the Olight i5T versions and the i5T Turbo versions.  I would like to 
clear this up.  Note that what I report may sound contrary to common sense, but it’s just how it unfolded. 

The very first i5T version was black with the blue stripes.  This was before Wuhan, the blue had nothing to do with 
Wuhan.  I’m not sure if it was an official Limited Edition – I usually go by the web pages or if the box says “Limited 
Edition.”  The box didn’t say this, but they weren’t going to make them forever.  In any case, the first light to sell was the 
in-stock standard product with the sexy blue stripes. 

After months passed the Wuhan troubles began.  Olight announced that they would be making an all-black (no blue 
stripes) version of the i5T and donating the net or the gross (I forget) to Wuhan.  This was a preorder to get the money in 
and on its way to Wuhan, the all-black i5Ts shipped out a few weeks later.  This all black version is the currently stocked 
product. 

So, is the blue-striped version a Limited Edition?  No if you need Olight to declare it LE.  But since it is an edition that had 
a limited run, seems LE to me.  But the one thing the blue stripe is not – it is not the Wuhan version.  The Wuhan fund-
raiser version was all black. 

M1T	Raider	&	M1T	Raider	Plus	
The M1T Raider uses a single CR123A cell. 

The M1T Raider Plus uses two cells and is much longer. 

The M1T Raider appears to only be offered in Black. 

The M1T Raider Plus in Desert Tan is widely available, Olight gave away many with orders. 

The M1T Raider Plus in Black seems to be rather rare.  I have one and I have seen two others.  Archives of Olight’s 
websites sure made it look like they sold the black version, but they are (right now) rare. 

M2T	Versions	
The M2T was sold in two nearly identical versions.  Some of late have been calling one the “Euro” version, but they were 
both sold in the USA at the same time.  I have taken to calling one the “Tactical” version (which sold out quickly). 

The differences are simple: 

Version Bezel When first clicked on: 
Regular Flat Bright first, the a click to dim 
Tactical Crenulated Dim first, then a click to bright 
 

That’s all. 


